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    Abstract
People are social beings that need to interact with each other for 
survival. Interaction of people leads to a lot of positive things. More 
hands can accomplish a task easily and quickly while interacting 
with each other leads to inventing simple solutions to problems and 
speed in solving them. Technology over time has increased oppor-
tunities for social contact while reducing physical and social inter-
actions among people. People have started treating social network-
ing sites as their ‘Virtual Life’ 
This research is premised around the understanding that there is 
an architectural problem, the lack of socially cohesive spaces in 
suburban residential developments. The research will suggest that 
social interaction is important in day today life. How disappearing 
social interaction can be adressed through architectural solutions. 
The project tries to develop a set of systems and design strategies 
based on the principles of Cohousing. The proposition is to provide 
a housing solution which encourages social interaction within the 
residents and challenge the way we live in a typical suburban resi-
dential setting.
Keywords – Housing, Cohousing, Community, Social Interaction, 
Communal Spaces, Intentional Community
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Figure 1 - Housing Typologies Spaning Horizontally and Vertically
Image - Grace Kim - How Cohousing can can make us happier, blob:https://embed.ted.com/cabbb0fb-a409-4de4-9c0d-6449495c1f60, accessed 25-09-2018
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1. Introduction
• Research Question
How can we design buildings to build communities encouraging so-
cial interaction in future?
Does the design influence social interaction in cohousing?
Can the impact of design be enhanced by the personal characteristics of 
residents or the formal social structures operating in a suburban housing 
module?
• Aim and Objectives
The main intent of this project is to design and develop a Housing system 
with multiple programs based on Cohousing principles in Auckland that 
promotes spaces for social interactions within the inhabitants and increase 
opportunities for cultural exchange.
 The objectives are to study in-depth the architectural design elements 
which promote social interactions in housing developments of various 
scales. It will feature some interacting social spaces for an overall com-
munity bonding approach. This is to allow and foster more social interac-
tion between occupants themselves at a family level and the community 
at large. 
 How are social interactions significant in day to day life and how archi-
tecture can mould the disappearing social interactions between families 
themselves as well at a community level. 
• Project Outline
This research is divided into two parts mainly theory and design. This 
document will explore the idea of Cohousing, its basic history and lit-
erature. Further in the research, different Housing and Cohousing mod-
ules will be studied to understand their systems, processes and concepts 
applied for their master planning and designing.  Based on the analysis 
of precedents and literature studied, a different set of systems and pro-
cesses will be developed to deliver a medium density Housing project 
in of a suburban residential setting in  Auckland, New Zealand. 
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‘He huihuinga taangata he pukenga whakaaro’
‘A meeting of people, a wellspring of ideas’ 1
The maori proverb mentioned above explains the very meaning of in-
terculturalism as “a meeting of people”, which results into exchange 
of knowledge and ideas which very important in social and cultural 
aspects of people and society.
• Why should people interact?
People are social beings that need to interact with each other for sur-
vival. The interaction of people leads to lot of positive things. More 
hands can accomplish a task easily and quickly, while interacting 
with each other leads to inventing simple solutions to problems and 
greater speed in solving them. Technology overtime has increased 
opportunities for social contact while reducing physical and social 
interactions among people. People have started treating social net-
working sites as their ‘Virtual Life’. The number of user of sites 
such as Facebook, Twitter, etc is well over 600 million. The per-
sonification of life created in social media networks avoids physical 
and direct face-to-face contact in todays world.2
The advocates of cultural diversity argue that the physical inter-
action should be an important aspect of one’s life as we all live a 
common society which will encourage learning about each other’s 
1 Mashable-social media guide “Social Network Guide”- www.mashable.com 
, accessed 2-10-2018
2 Wood and Laundry, The intercultural city-Planning for diversity advantage, 
p 86
cultures. In todays changing world where cities are becoming more 
diverse, there needs to be a change in the mindset of people about 
interaction with those who you share the same community for the bet-
terment of that community.
Tāmaki Makaurau (the Māori name for Auckland) 
Tāmaki desired by many.
Auckland is the biggest and the most populous region in New Zealand. 
Auckland is progressively exhibiting unique characteristics as a dynamic 
hub in the Asia-Pacific region. Auckland is home for people from over 
120 different ethnicities around the world.3 Currently, there is not much 
cultural exchange at personal and neighborhood levels in Auckland. The 
key challenge is the development of design process for housing to cre-
ate an opportunity for “Meeting of people”. It is estimated that by 2050, 
Auckland will house 41% of total New Zealand population with a lot of 
difference in the mix of people.
3 Auckland City Council, https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/plans-proj-
ects-policies-reports-bylaws/our-plans-strategies/auckland-plan/about-the-auckland-
plan/Pages/about-auckland.aspx, accessed 2-10-2018 
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• What is Cohousing? 
Co-housing is the term created by two American architects, Kathryn Mc-
Camant and Charles Durrett, to define a housing arrangement developed 
in Denmark over the last 40 years, and now adopted increasingly through-
out Europe and North America. Established and succeeded by the res-
idents themselves, it combines the self-sufficiency of private dwellings 
with the advantages of more social living. Although individual units are 
designed to be self-sufficient – each having its own kitchenette, toilet and 
living areas – the general common facilities and in particular voluntary 
common house dinners are valued elements of Cohousing. In the US more 
than 120 cohousing projects have been completed and there are more than 
100 projects in the planning stage. In the UK there are 14 Cohousing com-
munities, with a further 40+ in the planning stages. In Denmark today 1 
percent of the population – about 50,000 people – live in cohousing.4
 Cohousing is an intentional neighborhood where people know each other 
and look after each other. In cohousing you have your own house but you 
share some significant spaces both indoor and outdoor. The intentional 
community bonding is the main idea behind cohousing. The gist of co-
housing is its common spaces which promote this idea of social interac-
tion. This can be achieved by opening up windows to your neighbor where 
visual interaction can take place or a common courtyard in between. A 
Cohousing building can cater to al the age groups from kids to aged peo-
ple and have a positive and active impact on everyone’s day to day life.
4 High Street Co Housing Project, http://highstreetcohousing.nz , accessed, 5-11-
2018
One common space is the heart of a cohousing development where the 
social interactions begin and radiate out into the community. A large 
kitchen or a dinning room where all the occupants from different cul-
tures dine together can make a huge difference in social interactions. 
The idea of cohousing starts with a shared intention of living together. 
This intention is the most important characteristic of cohousing which 
differentiates cohousing from any other housing model. Can these in-
tentions be illustrated through architectural design process? by design-
ing a set of systems or by the orientation of furniture or spaces which at-
tract people or by using specific colors. Consideration of different scale 
of nodes of interacting points within a community.5
• Why Cohousing?
From its inception in Denmark in the 1960’s hundreds of communities 
and variations of the model have been established across the developed 
world and relatively recently New Zealand. It has proven to be a popu-
lar and relatively effective means of establishing environmentally con-
scious communities. These communities vary from one to another but 
almost all feature independent ownership of units within the collective; 
one of the key reasons why this model has been successful since the 
5 How Cohousing can can make us happier (and liver longer)”!, Ted Talk 
by Architect Grace Kim, blob:https://embed.ted.com/cabbb0fb-a409-4de4-9c0d-
6449495c1f60, accessed 25-09-2018
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level of connection to the community is up the owner of unit.
People can still experience relative autonomy as they would as if they 
had bought a unit in an apartment complex. In short the cohousing mod-
el remains one of the most feasible models for the hypothetical scenario 
of establishing an environmentally conscious community within sub-
urban Auckland. A similar kind of project is initiated and successfully 
established in Australia called Nightingale village. 
• Scope and Limitations
The idea and process for setting up the project will be discussed in 
design methodology to a certain extent. But due to limitation of time, 
a hypothetical scenario will be made to deliver the project and analyze 
its outcomes. 
In keeping with the brief this project is primarily an architectural one. 
Cohousing and environmental communities are however inherently tied 
to technical issues and the roles of technologies such as electrical gen-
eration, water recycling etc. There will need to be a strong link between 
the architectural aspects and technological ones which will require re-
search and addressing in the design to a certain extent.
However the technological aspects will fall secondary in priority to the 
architectural ones, the project is primarily about how the spaces and 
forms are affected by the introduction of cohousing and the associated 
ways of livings, not the design of the various components and features 
(such as solar panels, water tanks etc.) themselves.
These features will be addressed and looked at in general terms of design 
such as selecting the best possible products from local suppliers for exam-
ple, but it is their relation and impact to the site, spaces and architecture 
that is most crucial.
• Methodology Required 
This section describes the process needed for developing the desired proj-
ect outome, however because of the limitations explained above, the meth-
odology applied for this particular research project is described further. 
•	 Stage 1 : Site Location
Potential Sites and Locations are looked upon. The amenities around and 
the basic skeleton of the zone is studied. 
•	 Stage 2 : Site Selection
A potential site is selected depending on the studies of the neighbourhood 
made earlier. Following is criteria is applied site selection-
- Connection to Auckland CBD and other Suburbs
- In proximity to transport routes
- In proximity to Universities and School
17
- Park/ Garden Nearby
- Recreational activities nearby
- Less traffic
- Quieter or more peaceful
•	 Stage 3 : Initial Design Survey
A general survey with a set of simple questions is made and circulated in 
the suburb to understand the basic demographics of the area. To under-
stand what people want to decide upon how we can give? Below are such 
questions of the survey:
- Are you a student? Professional? 
- What is your family size?
- Do you want balconies?
- Are you happy to live without a car?
- Will you like to share car-parks?
- Do you want to engage with your local community?
- Do want common garden spaces?
- Do you want an individual or common vegetable gardens?
- Do you want a swimming pool? Open? Indoor heated?
- Are you happy to share  a common laundry area?
- Do you want to socialize with your society?
- Are you happy to have common Kitchen and dining facili-
ties?
- How often will you use if provided?
- Do you want a common workshop space?
- Do you want a library?
- Do you have pets?
- Common Guest bedrooms?
- Gym Facilities? 
This survey is circulated around the area online with the help of neigh-
bourhood organisations within the local community. Public information 
sessions are also available to make people aware of the proposed de-
velopment.
•	 Stage 4 : Site Analysis
While the survey is being circulated, a detailed site analysis is carried 
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out. The site is analyzed to understand its contours, its nature, and its 
relationship to the neighbourhood. The orientation of the site and con-
nectivity. The land zone which it comes under using the Auckland GIS. 
The regulations described by the Auckland Council.
•	 Stage 5 : Design Survey Results
A generic number of people and their opinions are gathered through 
the survey done. Which helps in establishing an essential Design Brief. 
The design brief is set up by comparing the percentages of what people 
have answered. From the survey, the information collected might give 
an idea of:
- No. of people
- Type of people (Married, bachelors, students, professional)
- Size of families
- Unit type requirement (Studio, 1BHK, 2BHK, 3BHK)
•	 Stage 6 : Design Brief
A design/program brief has been set up from analyzing the survey re-
ports. This is not the final brief, and there can be changes made after the 
final no. of residents is clear.
•	 Stage 7 : Design Concept
An Initial design concept is drafted under the design brief obtained from 
the design survey. A public information session is organized where the 
first Design concept is revealed to people. Then comes the registration of 
people interested in investing in the proposal.
•	 Stage 8 : Revised Design Brief
The registered people are then engaged in discussions with the architects 
and the organization to finalize the design brief. Similar questions from 
the survey are again put forth to the residents to have a clear understanding 
of their needs.
•	 Stage 9 : Final Design 
The residents are continuously kept in the loop of the design process.  This 
is a process where the Architect comes up with a concept, discusses it with 
the residents and works on till all the residents are happy to finalize the 
Design. 
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2. Literature Review 1
• The Cohousing Handbook: Building a place 
for community
This book sets out a broad overview covering the majority of factors 
that influence the history, forming, design and running of cohousing 
communities. It has widely been used as a basis for research for numer-
ous communities abroad and highlights many of the critical principles 
that will establish the brief and design of this project, although certain 
areas will be of little relevance to the architectural nature of this project.
•	 The ideal size of the community 
The book emphasizes that anywhere “from 10 up to 40 households 
seems to work best ‘6 going on to state that larger groups will begin to 
have issues with security and the sense of community diminishes.
•	 The Formal structure
Typically these communities will have a hierarchy of boards or com-
mittees dealing with the various issues of running and developing the 
community. In terms of legality, many cohousing schemes are run in 
6 Chris ScottHanson and Kelly ScottHanson, The Cohousing Handbook: 
Building n Place for Community, (Gabriola Island, Canada: New Society Publishers, 
2009), page 3.
a similar format to apartment complexes with unit titles. The individual 
households themselves own units and their associated assets and a body 
corporate or similar entity are responsible for upkeep of all the shared fea-
tures and the wider cohousing community.
•	 Common House
The typical house or the social center of the community, naturally needs 
to host a number of different activities mentioned  below are the ‘essen-
tial’ spaces and items identified by the book for a common house if it is to 
succeed: Entry, mail/coat room, great room, kitchen, kid’s room, living/
sitting, guest bedrooms, laundry, support functions, circulation.7
•	 Car Parking
Tied strongly to the community focus is the requirement for having shared 
car parking over individual car parks. As the book goes in depth, the pur-
poseful segregation of the car allows for ‘greater opportunity to interact 
with residents while walking through the community’8 as well as freeing 
up more space from driveways to use for garden or housing space.
•	 Kitchens 
Less obvious than some of the other design options this appears to be 
centered on the idea of increasing security through passive surveillance.
7 Chris ScottHanson and Kelly ScottHanson, The Cohousing Handbook: Build-
ing a Place for Community, (Gabriola Island, Canada: New Society Puhlishers, 2009), 
page 100.
8 Chris ScottHanson and Kelly ScottHanson, The Cohousing Handbook: Building n 
Place for Community, (Gabriola Island, Canada: New Society Publishers, 2009), page 
126 
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Figure 2 - The Commitee Structure In A Cohousing System
Image - Author Unknown
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3. Literature Review 2
• The Pocket Neighborhoods
The book Pocket neighborhoods, while not solely aimed at cohousing, 
focuses heavily on developing spaces which foster communities and 
shares many of the same spatial principles as cohousing guides. Fo-
cusing heavily on encouraging cooperation between neighbors while 
maintaining privacy the book itself details a number of concepts critical 
for this to happen:
•	 Private and public
One method of balancing the private and public areas is through devel-
oping the space outside the entry into a livable area, one  that’s easily 
accessible from the inside and comfortable to dwell in, but also rela-
tively close to the neighbors and ‘fosters interaction among neighbors’.9 
Such a space could take any number of forms from front porches and 
decks to rough gardens defined by hedging. Balancing the private and 
public requires crisp definitions of spaces and enclosures, ‘a street will be-
come more like a room when the entries are clearly defined.’10 Keep-
ing the spaces in the site feeling enclosed in critical to the success of 
the project as spaces which become too “public” will become largely 
9 Ross Chapin, Pocket Neighbourhoods: Creating Small-Scale Community in 
n Large-Scale World (Newtown, CT: Taunton Press, 2011), Kindle Location 1365.
10 Ross Chapin, Pocket Neighbourhoods: Creating Small-Scale Community in 
a Large-Scale World (Newtown, CT: Taunton Press, 2011), Kindle Location 1469.
devoid and unsafe. One significant problem with the existing housing 
stock as addressed in the book is the lack of passive surveillance as a result 
of inward facing homes, houses that focus primarily on the backyard and 
largely ignore the front. Relating back to the previous issue if the circula-
tion routes are to feel like enclosures then usable private and semi—pri-
vate spaces need to face outwards as well as inwards.11
•	 Common House
One useful area of the book prescribes a set of criteria necessary for devel-
oping a successful common house:
-In view: If the common house and the activities are visible from across 
the site, people will feel more inclined to enter and take part.
-Sunny spot: Naturally having plenty of sunlight will help make the area 
more pleasant and enticing.
-Key Activity areas: Beside the kitchen and dining, incorporating areas 
such as a mail store, laundry room etc. will help promote daily use of the 
commons.
-Location: As the common house is the focal point for the comings and go-
ings of the community, typically these buildings will be located between 
the parking and the residences.
11 Ross Chapin, Pocket NeighbouThoods: Creating Small-Scale Community in n 
Large-Scale World (Newtown, CT: Taunton Press, 2011), Kindle Location 1856.
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Figure 3 - Title Page Of The Book
Image - Author Unknown
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4. Precedent Reviews
• Earthsong Cohousing Development - Ranui, 
Auckland, New Zealand
•	 Master Planning: 
The site, located in Ranui, is centred on the permaculture aspects, both 
metaphorically and to a certain extent literally. As the diagram below 
highlights there is a single central axis running through the community; 
starting from the south at the common house and finishing at the public or-
chard with the various dwellings and smaller pathways branching off. The 
individual dwellings themselves are detached or semi-detached two story 
homes, segregated into groups of 2-3, and all north facing. From a spatial 
point of view this arrangement allow for various degrees of privacy. The 
most private being the homes themselves.  Following this there is the 
semi—private spaces of the back gardens and terraces, the back to back 
arrangement of the homes and lack of fencing means that neighbours can 
interact with one another from here while still maintaining some privacy 
from the wider community. This privacy does depend on which dwelling 
is being examined as some are substantially closer to the central axis than 
others. On a similar vein is the semi—public space of the front yards/gar-
dens of these homes, the back to back rows of homes provides a sense of 
Figure 4 - Master Plan Of Earthsong Housing
Image - Author
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enclosure and the space acts like a sub—neighbourhood relative to the 
wider community. Finally there is truly public space of the central axis 
and the public gardens that are along it. The placement of the common 
house towards the centre of complex allows for relatively equal distanc-
es between the various homes and the active centre of the community, 
in addition to this the placement of the common house also separates the 
group car parking and utility buildings from the rest of site.  In relation 
to resilience and passive design the overall layout works reasonably ef-
fectively for several reasons.As mentioned previously all the homes are 
laid out north facing, maximizing potential solar gain for heating and 
lighting. In addition to this the houses are arranged in semi-detached 
blocks, meaning homes frequently share walls. This reduces the total 
wall surface area of the homes and minimizes the amount of heat lost 
through said surfaces.12  
In relation  to the surrounding suburbs the community is relatively iso-
lated, at least with regards to the master planning. The  currently un-
developed land at the front of the section acts as a buffer between the 
dwellings and Swanson road, with the car parking coming off the drive 
and segregated from the rest of the complex. The result of this is that 
community is relatively self-enclosed (The parking having just under 
50 car parks catering for both residents and guests). While the site’s 
12 Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood, “Visitor Information”, last accessed July 
25th, 2019, tp://www.earthsong.org.nz/visitor—info.html Figure 5 - Cluster Plans and  Spatial Orientation
Image - Author
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Figure 6 - Drainage Plan And Stormwater Collection Diagram
Image - Author
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spaces have been designed to create a sense of enclosure, the commu-
nity itself holds public tours of the site, allows the common house to 
be rented out as a venue for events, and holds seminars on cohousing, 
sharing their experience with the wider community.13
In addition to the layout of the homes the use of the land is signifi cantly 
more effi  cient than its typical suburban counterparts. As the community 
can share its parking space in a single lot (as opposed to multiple drives 
and garages) and as the dwellings are mainly two stories this allows 
for ‘71% of the Earthsong site to be open space, compared with only 
55% in the surrounding suburb.’14  As a result substantially more space 
can he used for water runoff , landscaping and permaculture while still 
maintaining a higher DPC (Damp Proof Course) than the surrounding 
suburbs (32 DPH for Earthsong as opposed to 22 for the surrounding 
suburb.) In addition to this the site effi  ciently manages surface water 
and runoff  as it utilizes swales along the footpath to direct excess water 
to the pond on the northern side of the site. For services power is sup-
plied to a transformer on site, power is measured in a bulk meter and 
the paid for by the body corporate which in turn charges the individual 
members. The community opted for drawing power from the grid as 
opposed to generating their own as the only viable source of power gen-
eration (photovoltaics) proved too expensive for their budget initially. 
The water supply on the other hand draws from both the existing mains 
as well as from rainwater collection for non-potable water.
13 Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood, “Energy, Power charging system”, last ac-
cessed July 25th, 2019, http://www.earthsong.org.nz/design/services— energy.html
14 Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood, “Energy, Power charging system”, last ac-
cessed July 25th, 2019, http://www.earthsong.org.nz/design/services— energy.html
Figure 7 - Solar Effi  cient Roofs
Image - Author
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As the diagram shows rainwater is collected from groups of 6-7 homes 
and fed into 32,000 litre tanks, the recycled water from these tanks are 
then pumped into the various homes. Taps that  require potable water 
however are fed directly from the mains. In terms of interaction with the 
wider community Earthsong is relatively open.15
•	 Individual Homes:
The bulk of the individual homes follow the same basic typology: the 2 story 
semi detached townhouse. In accordance with well known design strategies 
the houses heavily rely on passive heating and cooling for regulating tempera-
ture, although active systems such as solar hot water are also used. In terms 
of flooring the home’s employ 100mm thick concrete slab foundations on 
dpc.16
From what information has been gathered no insulation was used to in-
sulate the foundation from the ground. This is undoubtedly a direct gain 
solar storage system, low angle light directly hits the concrete and the 
associated heat is stored and gradually dissipates out into the room, allow-
ing for relatively consistent heating throughout the day. While the con-
crete floor ahsorhs low angle light and heat during winter it is unclear how 
much of this is lost to the ground as there is no insulation between the 
concrete and the aggregate. The walls employ 350-400mm thick rammed 
earth at the ground floor, and cypress untreated timber framing for the 1st 
15 Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood, “Community”, last accessed July 25th, 2019, 
http://www.earthsong.org.nz/ahout/community.html
16 Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood,  House Types”, last accessed July 25th, 2019, 
http://www.earthsong.org.nz/design/buildings.html
Figure 7 - Solar Efficient Roofs
Image - Author
Figure 8 - Chart Showing No. And Type Of Units
Image - Author Unknown, http://www.earthsong.org.nz/ahout/community.
Figure 9 - Levels Of Collectivisation And Privacy
Image - Author
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floor. As with the concrete flooring, the thick rammed earth allows for 
the storing of heat and its diffusion into the house, albeit through indirect 
gain. The spaces and forms were also greatly affected by this desire to 
achieve energy efficiency and resilience. In terms of layout the homes 
generally relegate the ground level for open plan kitchen and dining 
with the bedrooms on the 1st story or attached to the living areas on the 
ground story. These timber framed side rooms can act as sun spaces; i.e. 
they can heat up during the day when not used and recirculated around 
the house through natural convection. Exterior pergolas also exist to 
serve a sun shading devices while the roof has rotary vents installed 
along the ridge to allow hot air to escape in summer and draw cool air 
in. The overall form of the building was kept fairly simple to minimise 
cost, the resulting homes are generally rectangular in plan (thereby also 
keeping a fairly low surface area to volume ratio). Spatially the layout 
of the ground level allows for a strong connection to the outdoor spaces, 
the open plan living is effectively wedged between the front and back yards 
allowing for a straight path between the two.The truly private spaces (the bedrooms and studies) are largely relegat-ed to the 2nd story. The roof pitch is kept at around 30 degrees, near to the optimal angle for solar panel placement in Auckland which maxi-mises the amount of potential gain from the solar hot water system. In terms of space the high pitch roof allows for both additional storage/utility space (in the form of a loft) and allows for higher ceilings in 
Figure 10 - Levels Of Collectivisation And Privacy
Image - Author
Figure 11 - Typical Section Through A 2 Level Dwelling
Image - Reproduced from http://www.earthsong.org.nz/docs/Website%20
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the bedroom, giving an impression of a larger space than the small floor 
plate would allow. In terms of overall floor space these homes were kept fairly compact, the 3 bedroom semi—detached home for example has a 
floor area of approximately 220 m2. The bulk of the homes built feature 3 
bedrooms catering for families as the chart to the left highlights:
17
•	 Overall Summary: 
-Typologies: Mixture between 2 story semi—detached houses (2 to 4 bed-
rooms) and 1—2 bedroom apartments. 
-Total size: 32 Homes as of 2016. 35.5 DPH. Total number of residents 
approximately 70. 53.84 people per hectare. 
- Demographics: Diverse mixture of families and age groups. Age of resi-
dents varies from small children below the age of 5 to middle age parents 
to retirees living in their 60s and 70s.’ The nature of families also has 
considerable variation from single mothers to elderly couples. This is re-
flected in the housing sizes with 40% of the homes having 3 bedrooms, 
28% having 2 bedrooms and 32% having 1 bedroom. 
-Common house size: 340m2’ 
- Level of collectivization: Moderate. Shared car parking space. Central 
common house with kitchen, office & meeting rooms. Shared orchard 
and lawn with nearby common laundry room (with 12 washing machine 
capacity). Homes have relatively private back gardens and fully private 
interiors. Rainwater collection is generally shared between 6-7 homes as 
17 ’Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood, “Community”, last accessed July 25th, 2019, 
http://www.earthsong.org.nz/ahout/community.html “Earthsong Eco Neighbourhood,
Figure 12 - Photograph Showing Cluster And Central Front Yard
Image - Reproduced from http://cdn.eventfinda.co.nz/up1oads/events/
transformed/765131-355549-14.jpg
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rainwater is collected into shared 32,000 litre tanks. 
- Passive systems: Thermal mass walls/flooring. Natural ventilation 
through roof vent. Wooden joinery and double glazed windows. Use of 
vegetation/pergolas as sunshade mechanism. 
- Active systems: Solar hot water systems. Rainwater collection into 
shared water tanks. 
- Site layout: focused around central circulation path with common 
house in the centre. Isolated from road. Homes have varying degrees 
of privacy. 
-Ratio of permeable to impermeable surfaces: 36% of site impermeable 
(including homes). Common open spaces account for 50% of total site 
space. 
-Solar efficient to solar inefficient roof ratio: 38.7% to 61.3%. 
 
Figure 13 - Arial Photograph Of Earthsong Cohousing
Image - Reproduced from http://www.earthsong.org.nz/docs/
Website%20Technical%20Bldgs%20passive%20solar.pdf
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• Pacifica Cohousing Development – North Car-
olina, US
•	 Master Planning
The site is located in a suburban district of Carrboro in North Carolina, in 
the United States. The surrounding neighborhood, while suburban, is of rel-
atively low density by New Zealand standards; with each plot of land averag-
ing at approximately 560m2 and with a DPH well under 20.
The Pacifica Cohousing scheme follows a tighter and more efficient use of 
land than its neighbors; much like Earthsong. However unlike Earthsong 
the division between private and public space is more complex.
As the master plan diagram highlights the scheme can be divided into two 
‘sets’ of  houses with a single common house and circular roadway linking 
the scheme together. These sets each have a central axis which the homes 
face, allowing for the more public front lawns and gardens, while the back 
gardens are relatively isolated and private.
What results are two distinctly separate but linked clusters of houses, al-
lowing for the creation of ‘sub neighborhoods’; that is to say, more tightly 
knitted groups of residents.18
The common house again occupies a central position relatively close to 
the main entrance. Here the common house works with the paving and 
road to tie together the two clusters of homes, with public gardens and 
foliage filling in the gaps.
18 Pacifica Cohousing, “Pacifica Bylaws”, last accessed July 29th  2019, http://
media.makemyhousefamous.com/15381/PacificaHOA—ByLaws.pdf
Figure 14 - Master Plan And Cluster Layout
Image - Author
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Unlike Earthsong the car parking is spread across the perimeter of the 
site. This works with the two sets of homes and provides less of walk-
ing distance than a single carpark block and also allows for uninter-
rupted garden spaces in the center of the site.
Like other cohousing schemes the houses are generally facing the north/
south axis. In this case most of the living areas face south as the site is 
situated in the northern hemisphere.
‘In terms of legality the neighborhood follows a similar structure to 
Earthsong, each home functions as an individual unit within a larger con-
dominium, the units themselves forming a homeowner’s association 
with a board of directors.’19 This association serves as the governing 
body of the community, ensuring the site is maintained and managing 
the necessary services supplied to the homes such as water and power. 
One particular area of note is the strong role of community work pres-
ent.
‘Residents can reduce their dues significantly by opting for more hours 
of community work (maintenance, gardening etc).’20
19 Pacifica Cohousing, “Dues”, last accessed July 29th 2019, http://media.
makemyhousefamous.com/15381/PACIFICA%20HOA%20DUES.pdf
20 Pacifica Cohousing, “125 Viburnum Way”, last accessed July 29th 2019, 
https://sites.google.com/site/125vihurnumway
Figure 15 - Solar Efficient Roofs Diagram
Image - Author
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Figure 16 - Landscape Plan
Image - Reproduced from https://sites.google.com/site/125viburnumway/home/edible-yard
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•	 Individual Unit Types
The cohousing community offers a number of different sized homes to ac-
commodate a variety of family sizes however many of these share similar 
attributes and design features. This analysis will look at one such home as 
an example: The two story 2 bedroom semidetached house.
Like with the previous precedent this home utilizes a concrete slab foundation 
at act as a heat store; unlike the previous precedent however the slab has 
an underfloor heating system connected to the solar hot water system as the 
diagram to the left highlights. Essentially the heat gained from the solar hot 
water panels on the roof that isn’t used for the showers the sinks runs through 
the slabs and keeps it at a relatively consistent temperature.
In addition to this efficient heat recycling the form of the building itself 
is kept compact and small with a minimal floor plate: A floor area of ap-
proximately 85 square meter
 serving 2 bedrooms.21 The corrugated metal 
roof is painted light blue to reduce the amount of heat absorbed and prevent 
overheating in the attic spaces. What heating that is required is achieved 
through a heat pump located at the southern end of the house. Spatially 
the home is not dissimilar to the Earthsong precedents. The ground floor 
is open plan from north to south facade allowing for a strong connection 
to the back and front yards. Again the private areas of the home are large-
ly relegated to the second story; a single bathroom serves the household 
from there.
21 Fellowship for intentional community, “Pacifica”, last accessed July 29th, 2019, 
http://www.ie.org/directory/pacifica/ 
Figure 17 - Typical Unit Plan.jpg
Image - Reproduced from http://www.ie.org/directory/pacifica/
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Figure 18 - Levels Of Collectivisation And Privacy
Image - Author
Figure 19 - Levels Of Collectivisation And Privacy
Image - Author
Figure 20 - Solar Hot Water System
Image - Author
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For landscaping the house has a fairly generously sized front and rear 
garden with a large variety of plants and foliage. ‘This “edible yard” 
hosts fruit trees such as apples and plums as well as vegetables and 
herbs, all served through a drip irrigation system’22 connected to the 
rainwater recycling system.
•	 Overall Summary:
-Typologies: Mixture between semi—detached two story townhouses and 
detached two story homes.
-total size: 46 homes as of 2016 with one common house’. Total DPH 
31.1. Homes range in size from 600sq ft. to 1420 sq. ft.
-Level of collectivization: Varying. While residents are actively required 
to put in certain hours of community work and while certain utilities 
like power and water are distributed by the HOA other areas including 
home ownership, car parking and backyards are privately owned and 
cared for.
-Common house size (2500 square feet) 230m2’23  with shared laundry, toi-
lets, kitchen and meeting rooms/hall.
-Passive systems: thermal mass walls/flooring. Natural ventilation 
22 Edible yard”, last accessed July 29th, 2019, https://sites.goog1e.com/
site/12Sviburnumway/home/edih1e—yard
23 Grisille Wilkinson, “The Pacifica Community and Affordable Cohosuing”, 
last accessed July 29th, 2019, https://4al1sentientbeings.wordpress.com/201S/07/01/
the—pacifica—community—and—affordable—cohousing
through roof vent. Wooden joinery and douhle glazed windows. Use of veg-
etation and pergolas as sunshade mechanism. Storm water collection through 
swales and drainage channels. Rain collection for common house.17
-Active systems: Solar hot water systems working with underfloor heating.
-Site layout: Centred on the Common house with winding circulation path 
encircling it. Homes have varying degrees of privacy.
-Ratio of permeable to impermeable surfaces: 7,383m2 impermeable includ-
ing homes (25%), 22032m2 permeable (75%).
• Belapur housing , Navi Mumbai
Figure 21 -Photograph Of A Typical Unit
Image - Reproduced from https://sites.google.com/site/125vihurnumway/
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Figure 22 - Photograph Of Residents
Image - Author Unknown
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• Belapur, Navi Mumbai
Maharashtra, India
Project work status: Completed projects 
Project duration: 1983 – 1986
Area: 5.4 hectares 
•	 Design concept
Belapur incremental housing project - A proposition for mass inexpen-
sive housing in New Bombay (Navi Mumbai) that demonstrated exact-
ly how high densities might be accomplished with low rise courtyards 
homes.
Belapur is actually a brand new node in nerul some two kilometres 
from the centre of completely new Bombay. This particular aspect of 
5.4 hectares has been put together housing 500 folks (hundred house-
holds) per hectare - a total of several 550 families. The wok commis-
sioned by CIDCO in 1983 got 3 years to fi nish and the fi rst occupant 
started moving in by mid-1986.24
The project utilizes an overriding principle: every individual unit is ac-
tually on its own unique space to allow for development. The scheme 
24 Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, “Archnet”, https://archnet.
org/publications/7087 , Last Accessed 20th June
Figure 23 - Master Plan Showing Overall Cluster Layout
Image - Author Unknown, Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, 
“Archnet”, https://archnet.org/publications/7087 , Last Accessed 
20th June
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caters for a broad range of income category from lowest to middle in-
come groups up to increased income groups ranging from Rs. 20,000 to 
Rs. 180,000 per device price. Although income group ‘s diff erentiation is 
actually big - A ratio of 1:5 - comparatively Plot size perturbation is a lot 
smaller, from forty fi ve sq.m to seventy fi ve sq.m - a ratio under 1:2.
(In the fi rst place architect wanted one regular plot dimensions of 50sq.m 
but it was amended due to aff ordability and also the rules as well as pro-
cedures of the lending agencies).
As each expedient has a plot and doesn’t have some typical walls with 
its neighbour, as it additionally has its own ready to accept sky room that 
dietary supplements the made up place. This low - rise higher density 
pattern utilises a bunch arrangement around little community spaces. At 
the smaller scope, seven devices are actually grouped around an intimate 
courtyard of 8*8M. 3 of the clusters mixed to develop a bigger module 
of twenty one houses surrounding an open area of 12*12M. The distinc-
tive hierarchy remains until the town areas are actually created in which 
schools along with other public use facilities are actually located.25
The whole is actually placed so that the neighbourhood areas ready to ac-
cept a tiny stream which runs through the centre of the site and supervise 
25 Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, “Archnet”, https://archnet.org/
publications/7087 , Last Accessed 20th June
Figure 24 - Cluster Diagram
Image - Author 
Figure 25 - Isometric View Of A Single Cluster
Image - Author Unknown, Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, 
“Archnet”, https://archnet.org/publications/7087 , Last Accessed 
20th June
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the hill behind. Along diagonal working through the site is categorically 
the proposed bazaar area.
The houses themselves planned with privies in pairs, to conserve on 
plumbing as well as sanitation expenses. For each plot the primary 
structure of the home is positioned on the boundary on 2 clearly speci-
fi ed boundaries in a pattern which guarantees that it is going to be free 
standing with regard to its neighbours.
No windows are actually permitted on these walls to be able to preserve 
the privacy of all people. The houses are structurally easy and could be 
created and modifi ed by neighbourhood masons as well as mistries with 
the involvement of the dwellers themselves.
Space planning
• The project is actually produced by a grading of areas. The fi rst is ac-
tually the private courtyard of individual residence used as an area for 
outside activities during the majority of the season.
• Subsequently, 7 products are clustered to develop a tiny courtyard 
town of approximately 8m X 8m Space planning
•	 Master plan
• Project exhibits just how high density housing (500 folks per hectare) 
could be accomplished in low-rise
Figure 26 - Concept Decelopment Sketch
Image - Author Unknown
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Figure 27 - Hierarchy Of Courtyards Connecting Each other
Image - Author 
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• Typology includes: Ready to accept sky areas and services as school 
that the society requires
• Overriding principle to make each unit own its site to allow for Con-
sequently, households don’t share walls with the neighbours of theirs, 
allowing each to grow his very own house.
• Houses constructed quite simply and may be constructed by standard 
masons as well as craftsmen - producing employment for regional per-
sonnel (Income generation) a few blueprints can be found that protect 
the interpersonal spectrum, from squatters to top income families (Plu-
ralism)
• The footprint of every strategy varies very little in size (from 45sqm 
to 70sqm), maintaining equity (fairness) in the town 
• Scheme caters range that is wide from probably the lowest budgets 
of Rs. 20000, Middle income groups Rs 30000 50000 and Upper cash 
flow Rs. 180000. Though ratio of costs is actually 1:5 the deviation of 
plot is a lot smaller, from forty five to seventy five square metres.26
• Seven unitss are actually grouped of 8×8 meters - three cluster mix 
to develop a bigger module of twenty one houses surrounding room of 
12×12 metres.
26 Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, “Archnet”, https://archnet.
org/publications/7087 , Last Accessed 20th June
Figure 28 -Photograph Of A Unit From The Courtyard
Image - Author Unknown
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• Services: Water source - There’s no UGT for the venture. Each build-
ing has a head tank either syntax or maybe RCC. Separate UGT for 
several bungalows. Drainage - Storm water is actually drained into the 
primary rivulet. No standalone STP. Disordered water drainage sys-
tems. Loaded with water during monsoon or perhaps else dry majority 
of the season. Waste drinking water is exclusively drained into munic-
ipal sewer. Electricity - Disrupted electricity relationship. Substation 
and meter space centrally located in condominium one.
•	 Plan typology:
• Above: blueprints as well as axonometric drawings of 3-5 house types 
proposed to later residents.
• Below: A bunch, showing houses don’t have bash walls with neigh-
bours to start with, though sanitary facilities do around along enclosure 
walls.
• Three of these organizations create a module at twenty one homes 
which details that identifi es the collective room of the coming (approx. 
12m X 12m).
Below are actually typical format descriptions: 
•’ A’ Series: These houses be made up of a plinth with a roof above, a 
WC and a yard and a tap. All of the following is the common plan and 
elevation with this series. An area for long term development in the 
Figure 29 - Unit Planning Typology A , B, C
Image - Author Unknown
Figure 30 - Unit Planning Typology D And C
Image - Author Unknown, Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, 
“Archnet”, https://archnet.org/publications/7087 , Last Accessed 
20th June
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Figure 31 - Unit Plans And Elevations
Image - Author Unknown, Reproduced From Charles Correa:Belapur Housing, “Archnet”, https://archnet.org/publications/7087 , 
Last Accessed 20th June
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Figure 32 - Photograph Showing Visual Connection Between Dwellings And The Courtyard
Image - Author Unknown
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exact same plot region as well as transition spaces, and fusion covered 
semi covered and everyday spaces.
•’E’ Series: These comprise of double units, one on ground floor along 
with other on 1st floor. The ground floor device comprises of 2 rooms, 
kitchen bath as well as WC, courtyard, a little grocery and then covered 
yard. While first floor unit consists of room, a side space and WC as 
well as 2 terraces with a staircase.
‘Belapur makes declaration which combines those concepts Charles 
Correa thinks in order to be crucial in real estate namely; Equity, Plu-
ralism, incrementally, disaggregation and having open to sky spaces of 
areas in order to allow for participation in developing one is own sphere 
as well as in order to facilitate money producing activities.’ 
As such it’s a successful architecturally designed option for middle and 
lower income housing. What’ll be exciting be the modifications made 
by the occupants themselves that ideally will contribute to the schemes 
very good condition and shape.
•	 Materials and construction technology
Outside walls of brick; top system covered with sloping roof and wood-
en shingles to cope with quite heavy rainfalls in the monsoon.
MATERIALS: brick, plaster of cream colour, colourful cork fixtures, 
outside paving stone blocks with lawn inlays.
Individual houses rely on easy floor plans and building approaches, en-
abling craftspeople and masons local to construct them.
The village was made with the concept that the inhabitants had been going 
to modify it in ways that are many, making it really their own, thus homes 
are actually freestanding, therefore residents are able to insert on to them 
as their families grow; moreover otherwise priced plans appeal to a wide 
selection of income levels.
53
Figure 33 - Photograph Showing Private Backyard Of A Unit
Image - Author Unknown
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5. Nightingale 
• What Is The Nightingale Model?
Nightingale is a non-profit organization based in Australia which deliv-
ers an alternative housing solution to typical housing development. The 
nightingale model is a set of processes and deign systems for housing 
provision which are affordable, sustainable and contribute to the com-
munity. It delivers multi-residential housing developments based on 
their study and research of the market. ‘Nightingale Housing is unique-
ly placed to help deliver multi-residential housing that is environmen-
tally sustainable, financially affordable and socially inclusive. We be-
lieve that what we do can positively impact the urban environment, and 
promote better health and well-being outcomes.’27
• What Is The Nightingale village?
It’s a Residential development comprising of 7 apartments, designed 
by 7 regional architecture firms delivered under the Nightingale sys-
tems and processes. Dubbed “Nightingale Village,”28 the 7 apartments 
are designed by Architecture Architecture, Austin Maynard Architects, 
Breathe Architecture, Clare Cousins Architects, Hayball, Kennedy No-
lan and also Wowowa. The development, now accredited by Moreland 
27 Nightingale, “The Nightingale village” . Last accessed 27th 
May. https://nightingalehousing.org/model
28 Nightingale, “The Nightingale village” . Last accessed 27th 
May. https://nightingalehousing.org/model
Figure 34 - Nightingale Principles
Image - Reproduced From https://nightingalehousing.org/model
Figure 35 - Investors Putting In Initial Amount
Image - Reproduced From https://nightingalehousing.org/model
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Figure 36 - To And Fro Engagement With The Architect And The Residents
Image - Produced From https://nightingalehousing.org/model
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City Council, will be the newest within a number of tasks getting creat-
ed underneath the Nightingale version, a real estate advancement pro-
cess which is led by architects which concentrates on sustainability and 
affordability. The unit, pioneered by Breathe Architecture inside their 
National Architecture Award winning Nightingale one construction in-
side Brunswick, utilizes equity investors to increase resources as well 
as puts a cap on earnings.
The village is located on Duckett Street in Brunswick, Melbourne. The 
layouts because of the apartment structures tend to be unique, though 
they’ve been created with guide to each other plus the precinct as being 
a whole continues Masterplan.
Wowowa and also Breathe have collaborated over the layout of just 
one creating that can end up with a singular façade comprised of a mish 
mash of pool fencing, chain-link mesh, glazed sunrooms, half height 
brick wall space as well as metallic balustrades which imitate the picket 
fencing common within the Federation as well as Arts as well as Crafts 
style homes within the place.
A style by Austin Maynard Architects calls for the usage of brickwork 
produced by recycling where possible existing elements of a warehous-
es. Hayball’s development explores ‘flexibility in communal and pri-
vate living and it is centred during a main lighting effectively meant to 
increase communal existing. Pathways in every amount broaden at the 
Figure 37 - The Nightingale Village Showing Architecture Firms And 
Their Buildings
Image - Reproduced From https://nightingalehousing.org/nightingale-
village
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lift and apartment entries for making gossip places.’29
Breathe Architecture’s solo development has been created to “celebrate 
Brunswick’s eclectic migrant historical past while simultaneously ac-
knowledging the website’s manufacturing history,” that is attained, for 
portion, with arched façade shrouds which are a reinterpretation of “icon-
ic Mediterranean homes spread close to the suburb.” Kennedy Nolan’s 
apartments will likely be clad in reddish brickwork as well as dusty red 
precast concrete.
A tower by ‘Breathe Architecture’ as well as ‘Architecture Architecture’ 
happens to be created for Cohousing collective Urban Coup, a team which 
will collectively possess as well as control everyday share and facilities 
group receptive areas. Clare Cousins Architects’ layout is adjusted back 
again through the block to make a publicly accessible room described as 
a “mews.”30
A vital concept on the Nightingale design is the fact that it pools particular 
amenities, such as washing amenities, vegetable gardens in order to save 
room as well as spread environmentally friendly influence.
29 Nightingale, “The Nightingale village” . Last accessed 27th May. 
https://nightingalehousing.org/model
30 Nightingale, “The Nightingale village” . Last accessed 27th May. 
https://nightingalehousing.org/model
Figure 38 - Proposed Site And Plots For The Nightingale Village
Image - Reproduced From https://nightingalehousing.org/nightingale-
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An urban design principles report says “The calibre on the staff as-
sembled provides an unparalleled chance to exhibit a situation when 
research of exactly how an architect led method of improvement is able 
to develop quality environment that is high for individuals, not merely 
investors.”
• Nightingale Processes and System
The process begins with choosing a site for the proposed development. 
Various aspect are considered while choosing the site which are as fol-
lows:
-Relation to public transport
-What is the zoning in that particular area
-Surrounding activities 
-Height dynamic around the area
After the potential sites are selected the process further goes to its anal-
ysis. Then comes the main aspect of the project which is the project 
brief. For which the organization has come up with a set of question 
regarding the basic needs of people. The questions are then circulated 
in the precinct where the site is located in a form of a survey. This is 
to understand the idea of what people want to what we can deliver. A 
survey of 800 people was made for The Nightingale Village to make a 
decision for the project brief to set up. Few of the questions are men-
tioned below-
Figure 39 - The Process And Initial Design Can Be Replicated
Image - Reproduced From Fast Forward Autumn 2019 | Andrew 
Maynard, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HFiQoNRp0nA&t=3447s 
Melbourne Architect and Nightingale Advocate
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- Are you willing to live without a car?
- Will you like to engage with the local community
- Do you have pets?
- Do you want a swimming pool?
- Do you want vegetable gardens?
- Do you want vegetable gardens to be private or common?
After the results were out, the answers were then calculated in percentag-
es. For The Nightingale Village 87% of people were happy to live without 
a car, 58% wanted to engage with their local community, 36% had pets 
and so on. Based on the survey, a draft design brief is being made31. The 
architects then work on several concepts to design a building according 
to the brief. 
After the draft concept is in place, the organization reaches out to the 
public conducting information sessions and through other media. Initial 
registration are called for potential clients who want to live in this partic-
ular community on first come first basis. 
Once the initial registrations are done, the architects organize discussions 
31 Nightingale, “The Nightingale village” . Last accessed 27th May. 
https://nightingalehousing.org/model
Figure 40 - Sketch Plan Showing Wider Entries And Cenral Courtyard
Image - Reproduced From CRT+YRD – Nightingale Village Precinct, 
https://www.hayball.com.au/practice/nightingale/
Figure 41 - Floor Plan With Gossip Places Created Along The 
Corridoor And A Mix Of Unit Types
Reproduced From CRT+YRD – Nightingale Village Precinct, https://
www.hayball.com.au/practice/nightingale/
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sessions to know more about the residents who are willing to live there. 
The project briefs now starts to mould according to the opinions of res-
idents and their needs. Then with continuous engagement of the clients 
and the architects, several concepts come up which finally result into a 
concrete design ready to be executed. 
The constant engagement with residents right from the concepts initial-
ization results in building for what exactly the needs are reducing the 
wastage of spaces or areas which can be converted for betterment of the 
people.
The basic principles considers for  master planning of the village are:
- Activation of pedestrian pathways
- New green and outdoor spaces
- Design to cultivate connections
- Creating spaces for play, rest and interaction
 The 7 buildings in the Nightingale Village are centered to one particu-
lar brief which is the outcome of the survey done. Later the independent 
architects have molded the brief engaging with residents of the particu-
lar building they are working on. 
Figure 42 - Outdoor Space Flowing Into The Courtyard
Image - Reproduced From CRT+YRD – Nightingale Village Precinct, 
https://www.hayball.com.au/practice/nightingale/
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Figure 43 - Green Balconies And Social Interactive Spaces At Ground 
Level
Image - Image - Reproduced From CRT+YRD – Nightingale Village 
Precinct, https://www.hayball.com.au/practice/nightingale/
Figure 44 - Sketch Showing Communal Spaces At Ground Level 
Image - Reproduced From https://nightingalehousing.org/model
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6. Overall Analysis Of Precedent Reviews
•	 A diverse mixture of families and age groups result in the type 
of units to be provided. Age of residents varies from children 
below age of 5 to older people. This can be reflected in different 
type of unit sizes.
•	 Units have Varying degree of privacy
•	 The common house is centrally located with access all around.
•	 The units around the common house should be oriented towards 
it. 
•	 The relationship between private and public spaces can be 
achieved through landscape design.
•	 The residents need to put in efforts for the maintenance of the 
communal spaces.
•	 Sustainable design is a crucial aspect.
•	 Hierarchy of communal spaces is essential in maintaining the 
balance between public and private spaces.
•	 A mix of units vertically is necessary to achieve interacting 
points throughout the building.
•	 Corridors and courtyards play a significant role in creating op-
portunities for interaction.
•	 The landscape along pathways can create gossip spaces along the 
pathway.
•	 Shared car parking is better than individual car parks. 
•	 The method of balancing the private and public areas is through 
developing the space outside the entry into a livable area
•	 Selection of the site dictates the initial design brief to take shape 
before the design survey. 
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7. Project Build-Up
• Site Selection
The site for the Housing proposal is based in Auckland. The nature of 
the project demands the site to be located in Suburban Neighborhood. 
A large number of site options are available based on the Site Criteria. 
However to narrow down the possibilities, various measures such as 
ease of access, development around, density around are considered.
• Site Criteria
- Connection to Auckland CBD and other Suburbs
- In proximity to transport routes
- In proximity to Universities and School
- Park/ Garden Nearby
- Recreational activities nearby
- Less traffic
- Quieter or more peaceful
Considering the Auckland land base, 2 circles are drawn from the CBD 
to understand the perimeter of Inner-City Suburbs and The Outer-City 
Suburbs, on which important roads they lie on and the connectivity 
to other parts of Auckland. The potential suburbs for the site location 
which lie on the ring of Inner-City Suburbs are Newmarket, Grey Lynn 
and Ponsonby. The suburbs on the outer ring are Mount Roskill, Mount 
Albert and Point Chevalier
Figure 45 - Auckland On The Map Of NewZealand
Image - Author Unknown, Reproduced From https://www.lonelyplanet.
com/maps/pacific/new-zealand/
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Figure 46 - Inner City Perimeter
Image - Author , Reproduced From https://www.google.co.nz/maps
Figure 47 - Outer City Perimeter
Image - Author , Reproduced From https://www.google.co.nz/maps
Figure 48 - Main Roads Going To Auckland CBD
Image - Author , Reproduced From https://www.google.co.nz/maps
Figure 49 - Potential Suburbs For Locating The Site
Image - Author , Reproduced From https://www.google.co.nz/maps
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Potential Sites New Market Grey Lynn Mt. Albert Mt. Roskill Point Chev
Connection to Auckland 
CBD and other Suburbs YES       YES YES       YES YES
In proximity to transport 
routes       YES       YES         YES       YES       YES
In proximity to Universi-
ties and School      YES       YES         YES        NO       YES
Park/ Garden Nearby
     YES       NO         YES        YES       YES
Recreational activities 
nearby      YES       NO         YES        NO       NO
Less traffic
     NO       NO         YES       YES       NO
Quieter or more peaceful
     NO       NO         YES        YES       YES
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Figure 50 - Mount Albert As The Best Option For The Proposed Project
Image - Author , Reproduced From https://www.google.co.nz/maps
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• Chosen Site
The site chosen in in Mount Albert and lies on New North Road. This 
site was chosen as it fi ts perfectly in the criteria mentioned. The site rep-
resents a simple geometric layout with New North Road running along 
the front side and a quite street going down on one side. Also there 
are new apartments being developed on a large scale in Mount Albert 
which gives a good context for the proposed development. 
• Site Analysis
- There are two train station within 900m from the site namely 
Mount Albert Train Station and Avondale Train Station.
- As it lies on the New North Road, there are several bus routes 
to the city and to other parts of the city which take around 30 
minutes to reach via Buses.
- UNITEC Institute Of Technology is around 1.5 km away. Which 
means there is a good population of students around the precinct.
- According to the Auckland GIS mapping, the site comes under 
‘Terrace Housing And Apartment Building Zone’
- A new 5 level Housing development sits right across the road.
- Pak n Save, one of the major grocery shopping store is diagonal-
ly opposite to the site.  
Figure 51 - Figure Ground Showing Built And Green Spaces Around
Image - Author, Reproduced From https://studio.mapbox.com/
styles/ lankekaran/ck1j27db71xot1cqh1da2wjby/edit /#16.3/-
36.894131/174.705912
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Figure 52 - Proposed Site Area
Image - Author, Reproduced From https://geomapspublic.
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/viewer/index.html
Figure 53 - Proposed Site Along New North Road
Image -Author, Reproduced From https://geomapspublic.
aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/viewer/index.html
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Figure 54 - Site Contours
Image - Source - https://geomapspublic.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/
Figure 55 - Land Zone - Terrace Housing And Appartment Building Zone
Image - Source - https://geomapspublic.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/viewer/
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Figure 56 - Site Analysis 
Image - Author 
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•	 Spatial Configuration Principles
- Building should be oriented North-South direction.
- Central Circulation with common-house located centrally
- Only cyclists and pedestrians should accommodate pathways
- Prevent isolated entries to units
- Balance between public and private spaces
- The common spaces should be visible from most of the site.
• Project Brief
Based on the precedents and literature studied along with the hypo-
thetical scenario, the brief sets out to answer the questions asked in the 
initial design survey to obtain an established brief. 
• Cohousing Principles
-Common house. Must provide the following facilities: Reasonably 
sized Kitchen complete with all the necessary amenities such as pan-
tries, fridges etc. Large scale Dining/meeting room with capacity to 
seat up to 70 Individuals. Foyer with Reasonably sized mail room. 
Storage facilities for community gardening equipment no smaller than 
20m2. Minimum Two Guest bedrooms with appropriate ensuites.
—Community garden, this garden is designed for both developing and 
restoring interest to cohousing inhabitants and individuals of the broad-
er neighbourhood. This garden has to be separated clearly and must be 
close to the private room from the other garden areas of the cohousing 
society. 
—Washing facilities common. 8 laundries with extra drying room, not 
less than 15 m2, must be fitted. -Car storage shared. Minimum 12 car 
storage areas with an extra 4 for visitors and 2 storage rooms with dis-
abilities. for inhabitants.
 -There should be a mix of unit types to cater for different type of fam-
ilies and family sizes 
— Solid garbage and recycling bins store room
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Figure 57 - Relation Of Common Spaces To Varying Degrees Of Privacy 
Image - Author 
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Figure 58 - Centrally Located Common House
Image - Author 
Figure 59 - Centrally Located Common House 
With North Facing Communal Garden
Image - Author 
Figure 60 - Common House Acting As 
Communal Node
Image - Author 
• Initial Concept Diagrams
The conceptual sketches below show different locations of common 
house. The common house is located centrally as per the Cohousing 
Design Principles. Then a garden is placed infront of the common 
house to gain sunlight from the north. The final sketch suggest that the 
common house becomes a communal courtyard and the activities flow 
into the buildings through it. 
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Figure 61 - Conceptual Site Plan Sketch With Communal Node (Interaction Point) In The Center And 
Communal Spaces Around
Image - Author 
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8. Established Design Brief
According to the methodology explained in the introduction and due to 
the limitations, a survey is done with a set of questions. The survey is then 
circulated on public platforms in Mount Albert as the site chosen is situat-
ed there. The questions will be answered to create a Hypothetical synario 
to achieve a final established design brief/Program.
• Initial Design Survey
- Are you a student? Professional? 
- What is your family size?
- Are you happy to live without a car?
- Will you like to share car-parks?
- Do you want to engage with your local community?
- Do want common garden spaces?
- Do you want an individual or common vegetable gardens?
- Do you want a swimming pool? Open? Indoor heated?
- Are you happy to share  a common laundry area?
- Do you want to socialize with your society?
- Are you happy to have common Kitchen and dining facilities?
- How often will you use if provided?
- Do you want a common workshop space?
- Do you want a library?
- Do you have pets?
- Common Guest bedrooms?
- Gym Facilities? 
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Based on the Cohousing principles and the hypothetical scenario created 
by answering the Initial design brief, the established design brief achieved 
is as follows-
- 60 Residential Units 
20 Studio Apartments
15 x 1 Bedroom-Hall(Living)-Kitchen 
15 x 2 Bedroom-Hall(Living)-Kitchen 
10 x 3 Bedroom-Hall(Living)-Kitchen
- Common Car Park
- Community Garden
- Common Vegetable Garden
- Swimming Pool
- Common Laundry
- Common Kitchen and Dining 
- Workshop
- Library
- Guest Bedroom x 4
- Gym facilities
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9. Design Challenges
The collaboration of Cohousing Principles plus the survey creates many 
challenges to deal with. The main question is what people want and 
what we can deliver? The design should reflect the needs of people but 
in accordance of the principles which are established by many research-
ers over the years. How to balance the privacy of residents with the 
social spaces? The relation between the communal outdoor spaces and 
the spaces within the building. The materials used to suit the context or 
to contrast it. Parking facilities also can affect the design decisions, and 
how to manage adequate parking for the residents. How to control open 
spaces and control people around those spaces?
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10. Design Concept
The primary concept of the design is to ‘Build less, to give more’. The 
concept revolves around the idea of delivering spaces which contribute 
for a better life of the residents. The concepts tries to design spaces 
rather than built structure to cater the basic needs of people. It con-
trasts the basic principle of having a common house housing all the 
common activities. The design tries to incorporate the activities which 
happen in the common house to the buildings designed. The activities 
are places such that a person in his daily routine would every time cross 
these paths while going out and getting in to his private space. The idea 
behind this is to create opportunities for people to interact and social-
ize. The project aims to design opportunities rather than designing built 
masses. A simple glass façade can divide two spaces but keep them con-
nected visually. Well-designed landscape can bifurcate spaces keeping 
there relation intact. The common activities flow into the buildings to 
create opportunities of interaction rather than keeping them separate.   
Figure 62 - Site Analysis
Image - Author 
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Figure 63 - Sketch Bubble Diagram
Image - Author 
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Figure 64 - Sketch Showing Circulation Axis
Image - Author 
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Figure 65 - Ground Floor Activity Mapping Diagram
Image - Author 
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Figure 66 - Typical Vertical Arrangement Of Units
Image - Author 
Figure 67 - A Mix Of Unit Types Of Different Layouts In Vertical 
(Option 1) Arrangement
Image - Author 
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Figure 8 - A Mix Of Unit Types Of Different Layouts In Vertical (Option 2) Arrangement
Image - Author Unknown<No data from link>
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Figure 69 - Sketch Section Showing Communal Spaces On Ground Flooe And Central Courtyard Within Building
Image - Author 
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Figure 70 - Overall Site Plan
Image - Author 
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Figure 71 - Ground Floor Footprint With The Central Courtyard Flowing Into The Communal Garden Outside (Indoor Space VS Outdoor Space)
Image - Author 
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Figure 72 - First Floor Footprint Overlooking The Central Courtyard
Image - Author 
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Figure 73 - 3rd Floor Plan Showing A Mix Of Unit Types Overlooking The Communal Garden On One Side And The The Central Courtyard On Other
Image - Author Unknown<No data from link>
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Figure 74 - Section Showing The Flow Of Space And The Connection Of The Communl Garden To The Internal Courtyard
Image - Author 
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Figure 75 - Long Section Showing The Relationship Of The Units To The Courtyard And Visual Connectivity
Image - Author Unknown<No data from link>
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Figure 76 - Isometric View Of Overall Site Plan Cut At Ground Floor
Image - Author 
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Figure 77 - Isometric View Of Overall Site Plan
Image - Author Unknown<No data from link>
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Figure 78 - Walkaway Along The Communal Garden On The Left And Building On The Right
Image - Author Unknown<No data from link>
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Figure 79 - Protruding Balconies Having A Degree Of Supervision Over The Communal Garden
Image - Author 
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Figure 80 - Visual Connections Between Different Unit Types
Image - Author
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11. Conclusion
The project started off with understanding the idea of Cohousing and 
various aspects a community living together. The principles of Cohous-
ing were studied through literature as well as precedents, local and in-
ternational. The Primary goal of the project was to study these theo-
ries and established precedents to design new processes and systems 
to provide housing solution. Due to limitation of time, an Hypothetical 
synario was considered to esatablish a project brief and to deliver an 
Architectural Design solution. 
Through research and design, of this project was divided into two parts. 
The methodology and the design outcome. The methodology used 
throughout the project has been succesful and can be set as a guidline 
for fututre development. As the design brief focusses on ‘Build only 
what you need’, different scenarios can have different design solutions. 
The housing provision designed in this projects is also succesfull as it is 
based on the hypothetical survey made and tries to address each and ev-
ery aspect of the brief. The design reflects the idea of Community Liv-
ing and sharing spaces which promote social interaction and benefits to 
the society. Different scenarios will demand different design briefs but 
all the design solutions can revolve around the concept of ‘Social Inter-
action’ and play accordingly. Architectural Design can surely promote 
social interaction within residents and provide better housing solution 
in the fute. 
CAN WE BUILD COMMUNITIES ? CAN DESIGN BUILDINGS !
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